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Cost Benefit Analysis Boardman Solution
Aviation Investment uniquely addresses investment appraisal methods across
the key industries that make up the aviation sector, including the airports, air
traffic management, airline and aircraft manufacturing - or aeronautic - industries.
It is a practice-oriented book where methods are presented through realistic case
studies. The emphasis is on economic appraisal, or cost-benefit analysis, in order
to determine the viability of projects not only for private investors but for society
as a whole.
Cost-benefit analysis (CBA) holds a prominent place among the techniques of
public policy analysis. Exposure to the fundamental issues surrounding the use of
CBA and examples of its practical application have value to current and future
practitioners of policy analysis as well as to researchers in the policy sciences.
This volume seeks to facilitate such exposure by drawing together into a
convenient collection the fine articles on CBA and its application that have
appeared in the Journal of Policy Analysis and Management (JPAM).
This third volume of the book series on Nuclear Non-Proliferation in International
Law focuses on the development and use of nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes within a contemporary global context, an interdependent characteristic
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of the Non-Proliferation Treaty along with disarmament and non-proliferation. The
scholarly contributions in this volume explore this interrelationship, considering
the role of nation States as well as international organizations such as the
International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) in monitoring and implementing the
Treaty. The 2015 Nuclear Accord with Iran and its implementation is also
discussed, highlighting relevant developments in this evolving area. Overall, the
volume explores relevant issues, ultimately presenting a number of suggestions
for international cooperation in this sensitive field where political discussion often
dominates over legal analysis. The important tasks of limiting the proliferation of
nuclear weapons, ensuring the safety and security of peaceful uses of nuclear
energy, and achieving nuclear disarmament under strict and effective
international control, calls for the interpretation and application of international
legal principles and rules in their relevant context, a task that this book series
endeavours to facilitate whilst presenting new information and evaluating current
developments in this area of international law. Jonathan L. Black-Branch is Dean
of Law and Professor of International and Comparative Law at Robson Hall,
Faculty of Law, University of Manitoba; a Barrister at One Garden Court, London;
a Magistrate in Oxfordshire; a Justice of the Peace for England & Wales; a
Member of Wolfson College, University of Oxford; and Chair of the International
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Law Association (ILA) Committee on Nuclear Weapons, Non-Proliferation &
Contemporary International Law. Dieter Fleck is Former Director International
Agreements & Policy, Federal Ministry of Defence, Germany; Member of the
Advisory Board of the Amsterdam Center for International Law (ACIL); and
Rapporteur of the International Law Association (ILA) Committee on Nuclear
Weapons, Non-Proliferation & Contemporary International Law.
State Management offers a comprehensive yet concise introduction to the new
field of state management, presenting an analysis of basic questions within the
theories of bureaucracy, policy-making, principal-agent modelling and policy
networks. Focussing upon recent state transformation, it illuminates public sector
reform strategies such as New Public Management as well as incorporation,
tendering and bidding, decentralization, team production and privatization. This
book argues that we should look upon the variety of models or approaches to
public management or public administration as all belonging under "state
management". The so-called "working state" in a well-ordered society involves
government delivering services, paying for social security and respecting the rule
of law. In this text, Jan-Erik Lane systematically examines the key approaches to
the study of how government attempts to achieve these goals, discussing the
pros and cons of alternative frameworks of analysis. Each chapter discusses a
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different issue within state management that is integral to the broader debate,
including: Public regulation The relationship between the law and the state
Combining ecology and policy making Multi-level governance The virtues and
vices of public-private partnerships Policy implementation Presenting a clear
overview of how the state operates when government sets out to deliver public
services, and generating questions to encourage new research, State
Management is a valuable new text for both undergraduate and postgraduate
courses in political science, public administration and public management.
This work proposes that new economic theory, rather than a new public policy
based on old theory, is needed to guide humanity toward sustainability. The book
includes the ideas from old as well as new institutional economics, discussed in
detail by leading experts in the field. This book follows a companion work,
'Economics, Sustainability, and Natural Resources: Economics of Sustainable
Forest Management', volume 1 of the series.
The concept of value in projects is a key issue for everyone involved in the
construction industry. Building in Value brings together many experts in the field
to outline the wide range of tools, techniques and procedures that can and should
be used to make the building procurement phase as efficient as possible. The
authors go on to discuss how to ensure that future problems in the design and
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construction of the buildings are anticipated at the start and to minimise the
liklihood of future hiccups. Integrating strategic, financial and construction
management techniques, this book provides an essential guide for construction
professionals.
The idea that science is a blueprint for research, and imagination gives research
its life and purpose inspired this comprehensive explanation of research
methodology. The authors' decades of experience have revealed that research is
a craft requiring judgment and creativity, not simply memorization and application
of the rules of science. Whether one is conducting an intimate one-on-one
interview or a large-scale examination of an entire society, human imagination
and scientific principles of inquiry go hand in hand. To that end, this book
emphasizes scientific method, but also acknowledges its critics. It covers a wide
variety of data-collection techniques, but presents them as reinforcing rather than
competing with one another, thus striking a balance between qualitative and
quantitative methods. It is designed for students and instructors who want a
comprehensive treatment of a variety of research techniques with special
emphasis on qualitative approaches.
Sustainable development is one of the most influential visions guiding future societies.
Encompassed within its vision are various domains where improvements are desirable
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such as, social equity, environmental degradation, climate change. In the work towards
sustainable development firms, government authorities and individuals face various
practical challenges tied to these sustainability domains. When facing these challenges,
they may implement sustainability solutions, that is, solutions that are framed in the
context of contributing to sustainable development. This thesis deals with a particular
sub-set of such sustainability solutions, namely integrative and multi-functional
solutions. These solutions are characterized by the ability to provide different functions
through value creation within several different sustainability domains and require
organisations, or units of organisations, to further integrate material, energy and
informational flows in order to implement the solution. Integrative and multi-functional
solutions may play an important part in the transition towards sustainable societies
since the integration of material, energy and informational flows may bring with it
synergistic benefits. Furthermore, the contribution of these solutions to several different
sustainability domains reduces the risk of problem shifting, and it may be more costefficient to have one multi-functional sustainability solution than to have one for each
sustainability- related challenge. However, if integration and multi-functionality are
desirable characteristics of future socio-technological systems, we need ways to
systematically assess them and facilitate their implementation. When it comes to the
assessment, there is a need to find an assessment methodology that can handle
capturing the synergistic benefits and multiple functions of such solutions. Furthermore,
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the methodology also has to conform to the value pluralism inherent to sustainable
development. Dealing with this value pluralism when trying to assess which solution,
among many, to implement can be challenging as comparative judgements have to
handle potentially conflicting value orientations, goals, empirics and ontologies. As for
the facilitation of their implementation, integrative and multi-functional solutions tend to
be more difficult—or at least different—to implement than traditional single-minded
solutions since they require traditionally separate organisations to cooperate Therefore,
this thesis aims to contribute to understanding the process of implementing integrative
and multi-functional solutions. Specifically the thesis explores how to select indicators
for assessment, how assessments may aid decision-makers to deal with the value
pluralism of sustainable development when making comparative judgements and how
to strengthen the internal capacity of groups of actors to engage in collective action.
Regarding the selection of indicators, the thesis suggests two different pathways. Either
one may base indicator selections on stakeholder discussions, where stakeholders
come to a consensus around which indicators are important to assess, or one may
base indicators on operationalising pre-defined sustainability objectives: namely,
sorting, contextualising and reformulating pre-defined sustainability objectives so that
they fit the purpose of the assessment. A mix of both pathways is also possible, in other
words, using both stakeholder discussions and the operationalisation of pre-defined
sustainability objectives to motivate and justify the selection of indicators. As for how
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assessments may aid decision-makers, the thesis advocates for a discursive approach
based on the primacy of decision support tools over decision-making tools. Meaning
that the tools should support informed decisions but not make them for the
decisionmaker. Here, contributions are made in the form of motivations for the
discursive, qualitative approach to decision-making and exemplify how decision support
tools may be designed, and a method is presented and developed that enables this
kind of informed comparative judgements. This method builds on multicriteria decision
analysis methodology but makes a few key contributions to the selection of indicators
(mentioned previously) and to how to compare different alternatives and judge which of
the alternatives is the preferred. Finally, contributions are made to the practice of
facilitating integrative and multi-functional solutions through showing how the theory of
institutional capacity building can be used to guide design, development and evaluation
of interventions aimed at facilitating such solutions. Institutional capacity building
represents the ability of groups of actors to engage in collective action, something that
seems to be often needed to implement integrative and multi-functional solutions.
Historically, this theory has been used to study how different events influenced the
capacity of actors to engage in collective action. However, in research performed within
the bounds of this thesis, the theory is expanded for use in a proactive manner, thereby
contributing with insights and inspiration to others that may seek to facilitate the
implementation process of integrative and multi-functional solutions.
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Since its publication in the early 90s, Brenda Boardman's Fuel Poverty has been the
reference text for those wishing to learn about this complex subject. In this, its
successor, she turns a critical eye to the new millennium and finds that the situation,
while now more widely recognised, is far from having improved. The book begins by
discussing the political awakening to the issue and exploring just who constitutes the
fuel poor. It examines the factors that contribute to fuel poverty - low incomes, high fuel
prices and poor quality housing - and looks at and evaluates the policies that have been
employed to help reduce the problem. The latter part presents a detailed set of
proposals based around long-term improvements in the housing stock that must be
employed if we are to avoid a dire situation continuing to get worse. Based on detailed
analysis of the situation in the UK, the growth of fuel poverty (sometimes called energy
poverty) in other countries and the new focus in European policy makes the book timely
and provides important lessons for those who now have to produce policies to tackle
the issues.
Benefit cost analysis (BCA) is the best technique for analyzing proposed or previously
enacted projects to determine whether undertaking them is in the public interest, or for
choosing between two or more mutually exclusive projects. An introduction to BCA for
students as well as practitioners, this accessible volume describes the underlying
economic theory and legal and philosophical foundations of BCA. BCA provides an
objective framework around which discussion, correction and amendment can take
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place. Stated simply, it is the calculation of values for all the inputs and outputs from a
project and then the subtraction of the first from the second. The authors goal here is to
take the mystery out of the process. They discuss practical issues of market-based
valuation and aggregation, non-market valuation, practical applications of general
equilibrium models, issues in discounting, and the impacts of risk and uncertainty in
BCA. They also provide a list of resources and case studies looking at ethanol and the
use of cellular phones by drivers. Straightforward in style and cutting-edge in coverage,
this volume will be highly usable both as a text and a reference. Advanced
undergraduates and masters students in public policy, public administration, economics
and health care administration programs will find this a valuable resource. It will also be
of great use to agencies that perform benefit cost analyses.
This volume deals with many aspects of the physical and chemical limnology of the
Salton Sea, California’s largest lake and a lake that may soon to be the object of a
multi-billion dollar restoration project. Formed in 1905 by an accidental breaching of
outtake structures on the Colorado River, and maintained since then by large and
steady inflows of agricultural wastewaters, it has long served as an important habitat for
fish and waterbirds and as a major recreational area for people. Highlly eutrophic and
with a salinity that is steadily rising and now nearly 50 g/L, it is a lake in great trouble.
Most fish species have disappeared, and large fish and bird dieoffs have been common
in recent decades. Many of the papers in this volume represent studies undertaken with
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the aim of informing the re-engineering of this ecosystem so that its value to wildlife and
man can be restored or enhanced.
This Climate Change Public Expenditure and Institutional Review Sourcebook
(CCPEIR) seeks to provide practitioners with the tools and information needed to
respond to the public expenditure policy and management challenges arising from
climate change. It is a series of notes and supporting materials written as a first step
towards consolidating current research and international experience, identifying
emerging practice and providing practical and applicable guidance for staff of central
finance agencies, development agencies, environmental agencies and other
international organizations working on climate change issues. In addition to
emphasizing the importance of strengthening national systems throughout, the
Sourcebook focuses on the specific public expenditure policy and management
challenges posed by climate change, such as decision-making in the face of uncertain
future climate conditions, expenditure planning for extreme weather and climate events,
the lack of agreed budget definition and classification of climate change activities.
Sustainability SolutionsLessons on Assessment and FacilitationLinköping University
Electronic Press
A comprehensive tour d'horizon of the debate on the environment and security,
focusing on the various policy options for building peace and preventing environmental
conflict. Experts from the areas survey the key environmental challenges in Eastern
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and Central European states and those of the former Soviet Union, extending the
debate to such regions as the Balkans, the Black Sea and Central Europe. This is the
first time such extensive case study research has been reported for these regions. Both
practical and theoretical approaches to the debate are presented, within a multidisciplinary framework, the contributors ranging from academic experts involved with
peace and conflict research to actual policy makers active in the fields of environmental
and security policy. Readership: Experts already working in the relevant disciplines,
both academic and governmental, as well as those seeking an introduction to the
various policy fields. A graduate-level study text, excellent survey for policy makers and
an academic contribution to ongoing studies.
What are the risks of terrorism and what are their consequences and economic
impacts? Are we safer from terrorism today than before 9/11? Does the government
spend our homeland security funds well? These questions motivated a twelve-year
research program of the National Center for Risk and Economic Analysis of Terrorism
Events (CREATE) at the University of Southern California, funded by the Department of
Homeland Security. This book showcases some of the most important results of this
research and offers key insights on how to address the most important security
problems of our time. Written for homeland security researchers and practitioners, this
book covers a wide range of methodologies and real-world examples of how to reduce
terrorism risks, increase the efficient use of homeland security resources, and thereby
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make better decisions overall.
A powerful and insightful critique of modern techno-optimism
øBenefit_Cost Analyses for Security Policies describes how to undertake the evaluation
of security policies within the framework of benefit_cost analysis and offers a unique
contribution to analysis of homeland security regulations in the United States
How should we conduct economics in an era of climate change, natural resource
depletion and population increase? These issues are systemic, and involve great
uncertainties and long time horizons. This book contends that the free-market
economics that has dominated capitalist democracies in recent decades is not up to the
task; that the welfarist economics that preceded it, while preferable, also has
inadequacies; and that what is required is an economics founded on ecological
principles, greater respect for the laws of natural science, and a moral commitment to a
sustainable future. The book commences with an exposition of major aspects of
orthodox macroeconomic and microeconomic theory. It then explores the bounds of
orthodox theory in relation to ethics, liberalism, ideology, society, the international
economy, globalization, and the environment, and seeks lessons for a future
economics. Issues raised by natural resource use and climate change are given
particular prominence. Many of the issues of critical importance in coming decades
involve not private goods but public goods: goods which markets are ill-equipped to
deal with. In the resolution of these issues political processes will need to be engaged.
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The availability to each individual of clean air, clean water and adequate sustenance,
goods which cannot be provided for by economic production alone, are of central
concern. While acknowledging the importance of market processes, the author argues
in favour of a more deliberative and democratic economy, the greater engagement of
civil society, environmental human rights and responsibilities, and in favour of a World
Environment Organization, change in the conduct of the World Trade Organization, and
for economists to accept moral responsibility for the policies they advocate. Specific
case studies are given and potential policies outlined. This book will be of interest not
only to economists but also to citizens generally and students concerned with public
affairs.
Bio-inspired computational algorithms are always hot research topics in artificial
intelligence communities. Biology is a bewildering source of inspiration for the design of
intelligent artifacts that are capable of efficient and autonomous operation in unknown
and changing environments. It is difficult to resist the fascination of creating artifacts
that display elements of lifelike intelligence, thus needing techniques for control,
optimization, prediction, security, design, and so on. Bio-Inspired Computational
Algorithms and Their Applications is a compendium that addresses this need. It
integrates contrasting techniques of genetic algorithms, artificial immune systems,
particle swarm optimization, and hybrid models to solve many real-world problems. The
works presented in this book give insights into the creation of innovative improvements
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over algorithm performance, potential applications on various practical tasks, and
combination of different techniques. The book provides a reference to researchers,
practitioners, and students in both artificial intelligence and engineering communities,
forming a foundation for the development of the field.
This authoritative text is a comprehensive and practical introduction to cost-benefit
analysis, using problem solving.
This book combines elements of economic and business history to study business
ethics from the nineteenth century to today. It concentrates on American and British
business history, delving into issues such as slavery, industrialization, firm behavior and
monopolies, and Ponzi schemes. This book draws on the work of economists and
historians to highlight the importance of changing technologies, religious beliefs, and
cultural attitudes, showing that what is considered ethical differs across time and place.
Vaccinate children against deadly pneumococcal disease, or pay for cardiac patients to
undergo lifesaving surgery? Cover the costs of dialysis for kidney patients, or channel the
money toward preventing the conditions that lead to renal failure in the first place?
Policymakers dealing with the realities of limited health care budgets face tough decisions like
these regularly. And for many individuals, their personal health care choices are equally stark:
paying for medical treatment could push them into poverty. Many low- and middle-income
countries now aspire to universal health coverage, where governments ensure that all people
have access to the quality health services they need without risk of impoverishment. But for
universal health coverage to become reality, the health services offered must be consistent
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with the funds available—and this implies tough everyday choices for policymakers that could
be the difference between life and death for those affected by any given condition or disease.
The situation is particularly acute in low- and middle income countries where public spending
on health is on the rise but still extremely low, and where demand for expanded services is
growing rapidly. What’s In, What’s Out: Designing Benefits for Universal Health Coverage
argues that the creation of an explicit health benefits plan—a defined list of services that are
and are not available—is an essential element in creating a sustainable system of universal
health coverage. With contributions from leading health economists and policy experts, the
book considers the many dimensions of governance, institutions, methods, political economy,
and ethics that are needed to decide what’s in and what’s out in a way that is fair, evidencebased, and sustainable over time.
This book offers a careful scrutiny of energy and telephony reforms and their social impact on
households in 15 countries across Western Europe. It concludes that the benefits for
consumers are limited and it discusses the reasons why the European reform experiment of
network industries is not living up to its promises.
Often described as a public policy “bible,” Weimer and Vining remains the essential primer it
ever was. Now in its sixth edition, Policy Analysis provides a strong conceptual foundation of
the rationales for and the limitations to public policy. It offers practical advice about how to do
policy analysis, but goes a bit deeper to demonstrate the application of advanced analytical
techniques through the use of case studies. Updates to this edition include: A chapter
dedicated to distinguishing between policy analysis, policy research, stakeholder analysis, and
research about the policy process. An extensively updated chapter on policy problems as
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market and governmental failure that explores the popularity of Uber and its consequences.
The presentation of a property rights perspective in the chapter on government supply to help
show the goal tensions that arise from mixed ownership. An entirely new chapter on
performing analysis from the perspective of a public agency and a particular program within the
agency’s portfolio: public agency strategic analysis (PASA). A substantially rewritten chapter
on cost–benefit analysis, to better prepare students to become producers and consumers of
the types of cost–benefit analyses they will encounter in regulatory analysis and social policy
careers. A new introductory case with a debriefing that provides advice to help students
immediately begin work on their own projects. Policy Analysis: Concepts and Practices
remains a comprehensive, serious, and rich introduction to policy analysis for students in
public policy, public administration, and business programs.
In recent years, a considerable amount of effort has been devoted, both in industry and
academia, to improving maintenance. Time is a critical factor in maintenance, and efforts are
placed to monitor, analyze, and visualize machine or asset data in order to anticipate to any
possible failure, prevent damage, and save costs. The MANTIS Book aims to highlight the
underpinning fundamentals of Condition-Based Maintenance related conceptual ideas, an
overall idea of preventive maintenance, the economic impact and technical solution. The core
content of this book describes the outcome of the Cyber-Physical System based Proactive
Collaborative Maintenance project, also known as MANTIS, and funded by EU ECSEL Joint
Undertaking under Grant Agreement nº 662189. The ambition has been to support the creation
of a maintenance-oriented reference architecture that support the maintenance data lifecycle,
to enable the use of novel kinds of maintenance strategies for industrial machinery. The key
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enabler has been the fine blend of collecting data through Cyber-Physical Systems, and the
usage of machine learning techniques and advanced visualization for the enhanced monitoring
of the machines. Topics discussed include, in the context of maintenance: Cyber-Physical
Systems, Communication Middleware, Machine Learning, Advanced Visualization, Business
Models, Future Trends. An important focus of the book is the application of the techniques in
real world context, and in fact all the work is driven by the pilots, all of them centered on real
machines and factories. This book is suitable for industrial and maintenance managers that
want to implement a new strategy for maintenance in their companies. It should give readers a
basic idea on the first steps to implementing a maintenance-oriented platform or information
system.
Covering advantages as well as disadvantages, explores how mobility meets sustainability in
contemporary organizational communication.
Water provides benefits as a commodity for agriculture, industry, and households--and as a
public good for scenic values, waste assimilation, wildlife habitats, and recreational use.
However, even as the nature and needs of economies change, water continues to be allocated
to other than high priority uses, water quality continues to decline, environmental uses get
inadequate attention, and floods and droughts take an unnecessarily severe toll. One reason
for this is that price signals that reflect scarcities of goods and thereby guide investments and
resource allocation in the private sector are usually distorted or absent in decision-making
relating to water. To aid in cost-benefit analysis under conditions where appropriate price
incentives are absent, economists have developed a range of alternative or 'non-market'
methods for measuring economic benefits. Robert Young aims to provide the most
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comprehensive exposition to-date of the application of nonmarket economic valuation methods
to proposed water resources investments and policies. He provides a conceptual framework
for valuation of both commodity and public good uses of water, addressing valuation
techniques appropriate to measuring public benefits--including water quality improvement,
recreation and wildlife habitat enhancement, and flood risk reduction. However, in contrast to
the existing environmental valuation literature, the emphasis here is on the commodity uses of
water by agriculture, industries, and households. The book describes the various measurement
methods, illustrates how they are applied in practice, and discusses their strengths, limitations,
and appropriate roles.
John Dryzek provides an accessible introduction to thinking about the environment by looking
at the way people use language on environmental issues. He analyses the main discourses
from the last 30 years and those likely to be influential in future.
For a century, almost all light-duty vehicles (LDVs) have been powered by internal combustion
engines operating on petroleum fuels. Energy security concerns about petroleum imports and
the effect of greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions on global climate are driving interest in
alternatives. Transitions to Alternative Vehicles and Fuels assesses the potential for reducing
petroleum consumption and GHG emissions by 80 percent across the U.S. LDV fleet by 2050,
relative to 2005. This report examines the current capability and estimated future performance
and costs for each vehicle type and non-petroleum-based fuel technology as options that could
significantly contribute to these goals. By analyzing scenarios that combine various fuel and
vehicle pathways, the report also identifies barriers to implementation of these technologies
and suggests policies to achieve the desired reductions. Several scenarios are promising, but
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strong, and effective policies such as research and development, subsidies, energy taxes, or
regulations will be necessary to overcome barriers, such as cost and consumer choice.
A timely collection of arguments and data for prioritizing responses to some of the most serious
problems facing the world, such as climate change, communicable diseases, and financial
instability, features contributions by economists from around the world. Simultaneous.
This study investigates the situation of Universal Health Care (UHC) in China from a health
economic perspective. The first chapter introduces the historical background, analyzes the
relevance of UHC and sheds light on the current health insurance status. In this chapter a new
holistic health insurance theory is proposed that allows the inclusion of preventive medicine.
The second chapter introduces the "Definition and concept" consisting of three dimensions:
Firstly, the height dimension with the leading question "What proportion of the costs is
covered?". Secondly, the depth dimension that is concerned with the question "Which benefits
are covered?". This chapter puts a special focus on the important economic role of noncommunicable diseases. Thirdly, the breadth dimension which investigates the question "Who
is insured?". The third chapter, looking at the first dimension, found a high but shrinking
amount of out-of-pocket payments and catastrophic health payments. Comparing the payment
and benefit distributions, it found the ability to pay principle and insufficient separation of health
service payments from its consumption. The second dimension discovered problems
concerning the roles of ministries, financing and the benefit package. Reforming these areas
will be necessary to provide people with appropriate health care. The third dimension showed
that migrant workers are exposed to more health risks, have less access to health care and a
lower health status. The de facto coverage rate for the Chinese population (including migrant
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workers) was calculated to be 81.19% in 2011 and 82.16% in 2020. The goals of the Chinese
Communist Party (90% in 2011 and nearly 100% in 2020) are hence not reached. The study
closes with a "Summary and conclusion, a "Boundaries and discussion" and an "Outlook"
section.
What are the parameters that should be taken into account in an advanced simulation model
designed for a transport system that promotes green travelling policies? How can the goal of
modal shift be pursued through ICT solutions? Is it enough to apply only a single criterion when
planning transport systems? What is the importance of information acquisition and provision in
Intelligent Transport Systems? Answers to these and many other questions can be found in
this publication. It also contains numerous analyses based on relevant data sets, illustrating
the close relationship between ITS and the changes observed in terms of how specific means
of transport are used. What proves to be particularly important for advanced transport systems
is the use of environmentally friendly solutions that reduce their negative environmental
impacts; accordingly, the book also addresses this aspect. With regard to the research results
discussed and the selected solutions applied, the book prim arily addresses the needs of three
target groups: · Scientists and researchers (ITS field) · Local authorities (responsible for
transport systems at the urban and regional level) · Representatives of business (traffic
strategy management) and industry (manufacturers of ITS components) Advanced Solutions of
Transport Systems for Growing Mobility gathers selected papers presented at the 14th
“Transport Systems. Theory and Practice” Scientific and Technical Conference, organized by
the Department of Transport Systems and Traffic Engineering at the Faculty of Transport of the
Silesian University of Technology. The conference was held on 18-20 September 2017 in
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Katowice (Poland). More details at www.TSTP.polsl.pl
An in-depth assessment of the most recent conceptual and methodological developments in
cost-benefit analysis and the environment.
Education is a field sometimes beset by theories-of-the-day and with easy panaceas that
overpromise the degree to which they can alleviate pressing educational problems. The twovolume Encyclopedia of Educational Theory and Philosophy introduces readers to theories that
have stood the test of time and those that have provided the historical foundation for the best
of contemporary educational theory and practice. Drawing together a team of international
scholars, this invaluable reference examines the global landscape of all the key theories and
the theorists behind them and presents them in the context needed to understand their
strengths and weaknesses. In addition to interpretations of long-established theories, this work
offers essays on cutting-edge research and concise, to-the-point definitions of key concepts,
ideas, schools, and figures. Features: Over 300 signed entries by trusted experts in the field
are organized into two volumes and overseen by a distinguished General Editor and an
international Editorial Board. Entries are followed by cross references and further reading
suggestions. A Chronology of Theory within the field of education highlights developments over
the centuries; a Reader’s Guide groups entries thematically, and a master Bibliography
facilitates further study. The Reader’s Guide, detailed index, and cross references combine for
strong search-and-browse capabilities in the electronic version. Available in a choice of print or
electronic formats, Encyclopedia of Educational Theory and Philosophy is an ideal reference
for anyone interested in the roots of contemporary educational theory.
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